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Superior Colliculus Mediates Cervical Dystonia Evoked by
Inhibition of the Substantia Nigra Pars Reticulata
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Cervical dystonia (CD; spasmodic torticollis) can be evoked by inhibition of substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr) in the nonhuman
primate (Burbaud et al., 1998; Dybdal et al., 2012). Suppression of GABAergic neurons that project from SNpr results in the disinhibition
of the targets to which these neurons project. It therefore should be possible to prevent CD by inhibition of the appropriate nigral target
region(s). Here we tested the hypothesis that the deep and intermediate layers of the superior colliculus (DLSC), a key target of nigral
projections, are required for the emergence of CD. To test this hypothesis, we pretreated the DLSC of four macaques with the GABAA

agonist muscimol to determine whether this treatment would prevent CD evoked by muscimol infusions in SNpr. Our data supported this
hypothesis: inhibition of DLSC attenuated CD evoked by muscimol in SNpr in all four animals. In two of the four subjects, quadrupedal
rotations were evoked by muscimol application into SNpr sites that were distinct from those that induced dystonia. We found that
inhibition of DLSC did not significantly alter quadrupedal rotations, suggesting that this response is dissociable from the SNpr-evoked
CD. Our results are the first to demonstrate a role of DLSC in mediating the expression of CD. Furthermore, these data reveal a functional
relationship between SNpr and DLSC in regulating posture and movement in the nonhuman primate, raising the possibility that the
nigrotectal pathway has potential as a target for therapeutic interventions for CD.

Introduction
The basal ganglia are critical for the control of posture, motor
coordination, initiation of movement, and procedural learning
(Blandini et al., 2000). Dysfunction in basal ganglia output nuclei
[substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr) and globus pallidus in-
ternal segment (GPi)] gives rise to motor and postural abnormal-
ities, including akinesia, dyskinesia, and dystonia (Mink, 2003).

Motor and postural abnormalities have been evoked by inhi-
bition of SNpr in experimental animals. One of these abnormal
symptoms is cervical dystonia (CD), the most common form of
focal dystonia, involving the head and neck (also called spas-
modic torticollis). Although CD has never been evoked from the
SNpr of the rat, it has been documented to occur after unilateral
inhibition of SNpr in the nonhuman primate (Burbaud et al.,
1998; Dybdal et al., 2012) and following unilateral electrolytic
lesions of SNpr in cats (Malouin and Bédard, 1983). In contrast,
inhibition of GPi does not induce CD (Burbaud et al., 1998),
suggesting that a target of SNpr projections may be especially

important for the genesis of CD. While GPi and SNpr both proj-
ect to the thalamus and pedunculopontine nucleus, the one pro-
jection target of SNpr not shared by GPi is the superior colliculus
(Laursen, 1955; Nauta and Mehler, 1966; Beckstead et al., 1981;
Beckstead and Frankfurter, 1982; Sidibé et al., 1997).

The deep and intermediate layers of the superior colliculus
(DLSC) together constitute a principal projection target of the
SNpr; this nigrotectal projection is GABAergic and tonically ac-
tive (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985a,b; Niemi-Junkola and Westby,
1998). Thus, phasic pausing of nigral firing (triggered by physio-
logical GABAergic input from striatum) results in decreased in-
hibition of DLSC (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985b; Redgrave et al.,
1992; Niemi-Junkola and Westby, 1998). This state of disinhibi-
tion is permissive to neuronal activity resulting in movement.
Consistent with this model, inhibition of DLSC has been shown
to prevent stereotyped hyperactivity induced by inhibition of
SNpr in the rat (Dean et al., 1982; Taha et al., 1982; Gunne et al.,
1988). Thus, in the present study we tested the hypothesis that
inhibition of the DLSC in the nonhuman primate would prevent
CD induced by inhibition of SNpr.

To determine the functional interaction between SNpr and
DLSC in the monkey, we focally infused muscimol (MUS), a
GABAA receptor agonist, into SNpr and DLSC. Inhibition of
SNpr normally results from the activity of GABAergic projections
coming from globus pallidus external segment and striatum;
these in turn silence the nigral GABA projections to DLSC, thal-
amus, and pedunculopontine nucleus, thereby activating (disin-
hibiting) these targets. As an experimental manipulation, the
application of MUS focally into SNpr effectively inhibits all of the
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GABAergic SNpr output neurons in the vicinity of the drug infu-
sion, including those projecting to DLSC. To selectively prevent
activation of DLSC in our experiments, we pretreated the DLSC
with MUS before MUS infusions into SNpr. We predicted that
pharmacological inhibition of the DLSC with MUS would pre-
vent the CD evoked by intranigral MUS only if the DLSC is a
crucial target for the expression of this abnormality.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Four rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), one female (ST) and three
males (DE, OL, and DA), were used in this study. Animals were 3-5 years
of age and weighed 4.4 –7.0 kg at the beginning of this study. Monkeys
were housed in pairs in a room with regulated lighting (12 h light/dark
cycle) and maintained on primate LabDiet (no. 5049; PMI Nutrition
International) supplemented with fresh fruit/vegetables. Water was
available ad libitum in the home cage. This study was conducted under a
protocol approved by the Georgetown University Animal Care and Use
Committee and in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Labo-
ratory Animals adopted by the National Institutes of Health.

Each monkey was implanted with a stereotaxically positioned chronic
infusion chamber, which allowed a removable injector, fitted with an
infusion cannula of adjustable length, to be inserted into predetermined
sites in the brain.

Infusion chamber and injector
The chamber and injector are described in detail by West et al. (2011) and
Wellman et al. (2005). Briefly, a rectangular chamber (38 mm length �
44 mm width � 18 mm depth) made of polyoxymethylene (Helm Tech
Machining) was implanted during an aseptic surgical procedure as de-
scribed previously (West et al., 2011). A removable grid allowed injec-
tions spaced at 2 mm intervals in the anteroposterior and mediolateral
planes. Adjustments to the length of the injection cannula set the dorso-
ventral position of the infusions.

The cannula was inserted using a custom-built telescoping injector
(Elmeco Engineering; Wellman et al., 2005), allowing for the 27 ga
stainless steel infusion cannula to be positioned at the desired intra-
cerebral sites.

Magnetic resonance imaging
Postoperatively, each monkey received at least one T1-weighted scan to
determine and/or verify the coordinates for the infusion sites. Additional
scans were performed throughout the experiment as needed. Scans were
conducted as described previously (West et al., 2011) with an effective
resolution of 1.0� 1.0 � 1.0 mm 3. To verify the location of the prede-
termined infusion sites, tungsten microelectrodes (FHC) were inserted
through the infusion grid. The tip of the electrode was placed �10 mm
above the intended site and visualized on the MRI scan. Based on the
position of the tip of the electrode on the MRI scan, the final coordinates
for the drug infusions were adjusted with respect to the coordinates of the
infusion grid.

Intracerebral microinfusions
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, two brain structures, DLSC and SNpr,
respectively, were targeted by the infusions.

MUS (GABAA agonist, 9 nmol in 1 �l), bicuculline methiodide (BIC;
GABAA antagonist, 10 nmol in 1 �l), or sterile saline (1 �l of 0.9% NaCl
solution) were infused into the brain of the awake monkey while the
animal was seated in a nonhuman primate chair (Crist Instrument Com-
pany) with minimum restraint. MUS was used to transiently suppress
synaptic activity in the vicinity of the focal infusion site in DLSC and
SNpr, while BIC was used to disinhibit (activate) DLSC. The drugs (as
sterile solutions) were infused in a volume of 1 �l at a rate of 0.2 �l/min.
Infusions were conducted using a pump-driven syringe connected by
polyethylene tubing attached to the cannula, as described previously
(West et al., 2011). When infusions were made into more than one site
(i.e., for the SNpr-DLSC interaction experiments), infusions into DLSC
were given before the unilateral infusion into SNpr. Bilateral infusions
into DLSC were done simultaneously. DLSC infusions lasted 3–13 min.

The length of time between the completion of the bilateral DLSC infu-
sions and the beginning of the unilateral SNpr infusion was 0 – 4 min. The
SNpr infusion lasted 3– 8 min. The entire infusion procedure lasted �17
min. At least 48 h were allowed to elapse between experimental sessions
in an individual subject.

Diffusion of drugs and localization of drug effects
The dose of MUS (9 nmol/1 �l) used in our present study has been
previously documented to affect a 3 mm diameter sphere in the rat brain
(Martin, 1991; Martin and Ghez, 1999; Allen et al., 2008). Furthermore,
we have previously documented the efficacy, time course, and site spec-
ificity of this dose of MUS in the SNpr of the nonhuman primate for
evoking dystonia (Dybdal et al., 2012).

The dose of bicuculline (10 nmol/1 �l) used in our present study is
similar to that employed by Yoshida et al. (1991), who injected tritiated
bicuculline methyl chloride into the striatum of rats and measured the
area of diffusion. They found that a sphere of tissue of about 3 mm in
diameter was affected. Thus, we expected that our BIC infusions would
effectively disinhibit most of the area within DLSC.

Experimental design
MUS in SNpr. To identify sites that evoked rapid onset CD, we tested
multiple sites. Microinfusions were performed in a total of 13 sites within
the SNpr.

MUS was infused unilaterally into SNpr (4 –31 infusions per animal),
and the resulting behaviors were analyzed. Head tilt was analyzed sepa-
rately from the co-occurring body lean to document and examine both
components of the dystonic behavior. Sites determined to evoke dystonia
were then used for SNpr-DLSC interaction experiments as described
below. Saline (1 �l) was also infused into effective sites to control for
nonspecific effects of microinfusions. Each monkey received 1–2 control
infusions in the effective sites.

MUS in DLSC. To determine the behavioral effects of MUS in DLSC,
we infused MUS unilaterally (2– 4 infusions per animal) and bilaterally
(1–2 infusions in three animals: ST, DE, and DA) into DLSC and ana-
lyzed resulting behaviors. Saline (1 �l) was infused into effective sites to
control for nonspecific effects of microinfusions. Each animal received
1–2 control infusions in the effective sites.

Intracerebral infusions to examine SNpr-DLSC interactions. To test the
hypothesis that pharmacological inhibition of DLSC with MUS would
prevent CD evoked by MUS in SNpr, we pretreated DLSC with MUS
before MUS infusion in SNpr. Three animals (ST, DE, and DA) received
2– 4 bilateral infusions of MUS in DLSC immediately followed by a uni-
lateral infusion of MUS in SNpr. Three monkeys (ST, DA, and OL)
received infusions of MUS in DLSC immediately followed by a unilateral
infusion of MUS in SNpr. Saline (1 �l) infusions into DLSC before MUS
in SNpr were used as a control for nonspecific effects in DLSC. Each
monkey received 1– 4 control infusions in the effective sites.

BIC in DLSC. To determine whether activation of DLSC was sufficient
to evoke abnormal postures and motor movements, we infused BIC in
DLSC. Unilateral microinfusions of BIC were performed in a total of 10
sites within the DLSC (2– 4 sites per animal).

BIC was infused unilaterally into DLSC (6 –14 infusions per animal),
and the behaviors were analyzed. Saline (1 �l) was infused into the sites to
control for nonspecific effects of microinfusions. Each monkey received
1–2 control infusions in the effective sites.

Evaluation of abnormal postures and motor movements and
baseline behavior
Animals were videotaped in an observation cage for 30 min before infu-
sion (baseline behavior) and for a minimum of 60 min following infu-
sions. Animals were continuously monitored until behaviors returned to
baseline levels. CD tended to last about 2 h. In some cases, the behavior
lasted as long as 4 h; in these cases, animals were observed in the obser-
vation cage for a maximum of 2 h and then returned to the home cage and
observed until the behavior was no longer present.

Analyses of videotapes
The baseline and postinfusion videotapes were coded and analyzed by
two observers (one of whom was blind with respect to the treatment of
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the monkey) using Observer software (versions
5.0 and 9.0, Noldus). The videotapes were an-
alyzed in 15 min segments (bins); two seg-
ments were obtained per baseline (0 –15 and
15–30 min) and four segments per infusion
(0 –15, 15–30, 30 – 45, and 45– 60 min).

Behaviors were coded as either events (num-
ber of occurrences of a particular behavior per
15 min bin) or states (duration of time during
which the behaviors were present per 15 min
bin). Of the behaviors that were scored, head
tilt, body lean, and head turning were coded as
states; quadrupedal rotations, eye saccades,
limb dyskinesias, and lip/mouth twitch were
coded as events. Observer(s) also noted general
postures, use of limbs, activity level, and ability
to engage in normal behaviors such as reaching
for and eating treats.

Interobserver reliability was assessed by
comparing the results of video segments scored
by both observers (one-third of the experimen-
tal video records). Interobserver reliability was
very high for both head tilt (Pearson’s r �
0.9932) and body lean (Pearson’s r � 0.9590).

Statistical analysis
For analysis of site-specific effects of the drug in-
fusions, we used only the first 30 min of the
postinfusion data to capture the effects during the
peak concentration of the drug within the in-
tended target. Statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS (version 20, IBM) and GraphPad
Prism (version 5, GraphPad Software). Data were
analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with infusion
type as a repeated measure, followed by Holm–
Sidak corrected one-tailed post hoc tests. Statisti-
cal significance was set at p � 0.05.

Results
Infusion site verification
A detailed histological analysis was per-
formed on one monkey (DE) to validate the
accuracy of the MRI-based calculation of in-
fusion sites. Each section through the SNpr
and DLSC was mounted, defatted, stained
with thionin, and coverslipped. As we have
shown previously (Dybdal et al., 2012; Well-
man et al., 2005), placement of the cannula
localized in the histological sections closely
corresponded with the placement deter-
mined from MRI. Photomicrographs of
representative sections showing cannu-
lae in DLSC and SNpr are presented in
Figures 1C and 2C, respectively. The histological analysis showed
close coregistration with the MRI scan (animal DE; Figs. 1B and
2B). The remaining three animals (ST, DA, and OL) were un-
available for histological processing because they were undergo-
ing additional behavioral testing at the conclusion of the study.
For these animals we evaluated the cannula placement based on
the MRI scan.

CD evoked from SNpr
Microinfusions of MUS evoked a rapid onset, contralaterally di-
rected head tilt from at least one SNpr infusion site in each animal
(Fig. 2 and Table 1). The latency to onset was between 0 and 13 min
with a mean of 5.5 min (�1.3 SEM). Two different types of dystonic

head tilt were evoked: laterocollis (in animals DA, DE, and ST) and
rotational collis (in animal OL). Laterocollis was characterized by a
lateral flexion and a slight rotation of the neck, resulting in dystonic
leaning of the head toward the shoulder; the face remained oriented
forward and slightly downward, and the body remained upright.
Between 2 and 17 min following the onset of the head tilt, the latero-
collis reached maximum severity: the head was tilted horizontally
and pressed against the shoulder contraversive to the side of micro-
infusion, with the body leaning in the direction of the head tilt. The
body lean always occurred after the laterocollis reached maximum
severity. Rotational collis was characterized by the body and head
remaining largely upright, but with the head rotated in one direction
(contraversive to the side of microinfusion) with the face turned to
the same side. As the behavior progressed over time (between 6 and

Figure 1. Histological verification of infusion sites in DLSC. A, Drawings of coronal sections from a standard macaque brain showing the
placement of cannulae in DLSC. Numbers (�2, 0,�1) indicate the distance in millimeters from the interaural plane. Geometrical symbols
show the placement of infusion sites determined from MRI (animals DA, OL, ST) or histology (DE). Black symbols represent sites used to
examine SNpr-DLSC interactions. Clear symbols represent additional sites in which BIC was infused. B, MRI section through the brain of
animal DE showing an electrode placed in the left DLSC. C, Photomicrograph of a histological section through DLSC in the same animal (DE)
at the level corresponding to the MRI section in B and to the drawing in A at the level 0 mm. White arrow on the left shows trace of the
cannula placement corresponding to the electrode in B. White arrows on the right show additional cannula traces. Pul, Pulvinar; S, super-
ficial layers of the superior colliculus; I, intermediate layers of the superior colliculus; D, deep layers of the superior colliculus, PAG, periaq-
ueductal gray; Aq, cerebral aqueduct. Dotted lines show anatomical boundaries.
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16 min following the onset of the head tilt), the rotational collis
reached maximum severity: the head tilt extended over the shoulder,
typically resulting in leaning of the body to the side of the head tilt.
Thus, the presence of the body lean reflects the most severe manifes-
tation of the torticollis. We recorded and analyzed the head tilt as a
motor characteristic separate from the body lean. Head tilt and body
lean were never observed during baseline conditions or following
vehicle (saline) infusions in SNpr.

Other behaviors evoked from SNpr
In animals DE and DA, microinfusions of MUS in SNpr
evoked rapid onset (latency to onset between 0 and 30 min
postinfusion) contralaterally directed quadrupedal rotations.

In one animal (OL), choreiform dyskine-
sias were evoked following microinfusion
of MUS in SNpr (Table 1). These re-
sponses were evoked from infusion sites
distinct from those that evoked CD.

A quadrupedal rotation was defined
as one complete rotation on all four
limbs, directed toward the untreated
side (i.e., left hemisphere SNpr infu-
sions of MUS provoked clockwise rota-
tion). As compared to baseline
conditions, saline infusions did not sig-
nificantly alter the amount of rotational
behavior observed.

The dyskinesias evoked in animal OL
were repetitive choreiform dyskinetic
movements of both the contralateral
arm and contralateral leg. These con-
sisted of twisting and turning of lower
and upper extremities in a circular man-
ner, as we have described previously
(Dybdal et al., 2012). Dyskinesias were
not seen during baseline conditions or
after saline infusions.

Effect of MUS in DLSC
Unilateral MUS infusions in the right or
left DLSC were without significant effect
on posture or locomotion.

Intracerebral infusions to examine
SNpr-DLSC interaction
We examined the effect of MUS pretreat-
ment using both ipsilateral and bilateral
infusions in DLSC. The results from uni-
lateral and bilateral pretreatments were
not significantly different from each other
and were therefore combined for statisti-
cal analysis. We also examined the effect
of MUS pretreatment using contralateral
infusions in DLSC; contralateral inhibi-
tion was without effect on the responses
evoked from SNpr.

Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS
attenuated head tilt evoked from SNpr
Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS atten-
uated the head tilt (both laterocollis and
rotational collis) evoked by unilateral
infusion of MUS in SNpr. Head tilt was

completely blocked by pretreatment of DLSC in three of the
four animals. The effects of pretreatment of DLSC with MUS
on head tilt are shown in Figure 3. As revealed by repeated
measures one-way ANOVA, there was a main effect of drug
treatment (F(3,9) � 17.03; p � 0.01). Holm–Sidak post hoc test
(one-tailed) showed a significant decrease in head tilt when
pretreatment of DLSC with MUS was compared to pretreat-
ment of DLSC with saline ( p � 0.04). Unilateral MUS in SNpr,
with or without pretreatment of DLSC with saline, was signif-
icantly different from the baseline condition ( p � 0.01). MUS
in DLSC alone did not modify behavior, as compared to base-
line conditions.

Figure 2. Histological verification of infusion sites in SNpr. A, Coronal sections from a standard macaque brain showing the
placement of cannulae in SNpr. Numbers (�8, �7, �6, �5, �4) indicate the distance in millimeters from the interaural plane.
Geometrical symbols show the placement of infusion sites determined from MRI (animals DA, OL, ST) or histology (DE). Black
symbols represent sites used to examine SNpr-DLSC interactions. Clear symbols represent additional sites from which the described
motor behaviors were evoked. B, MRI section through SNpr in animal DE, corresponding approximately to level �7, showing an
electrode positioned in the infusion site in SNpr. C, Photomicrograph of a histological section through SNpr in the same animal (DE)
at a level corresponding to the MRI section in B (��7). White arrows on the right point to traces of the cannula in the site
corresponding to the electrode in B. LGN, Lateral geniculate nucleus; Thal, thalamus; SN, substantia nigra pars reticulata; CP,
cerebral peduncle; PAG, periaqueductal gray; III; third ventricle, TH; area TH of the parahippocampal cortex. Dotted lines show
anatomical boundaries.
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Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS blocked body lean evoked
by MUS in SNpr
Three of the four animals (DA, ST, and OL) exhibited body lean
after unilateral MUS in SNpr. This abnormality was completely
blocked in all three animals after MUS pretreatment in DLSC.
The effects of pretreatment of DLSC with MUS on body lean are
shown in Figure 4. As revealed by repeated measures one-way
ANOVA, there was a main effect of drug treatment (F(3,6) �
16.192; p � 0.05). Holm-Sidak post hoc test (one-tailed) showed a
significant decrease in body lean when pretreatment of DLSC
with MUS was compared to pretreatment of DLSC with saline
(p � 0.003). Unilateral MUS in SNpr with or without pretreat-
ment of DLSC with saline was significantly different than the
baseline condition (p � 0.003).

Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS did not alter SNpr-evoked
quadrupedal rotation
Unilateral microinfusions of MUS in SNpr evoked quadrupedal rota-
tions in two of the four animals (DE and DA). To evaluate the effect of
MUS in DLSC on this behavior, we pretreated the DLSC with MUS

bilaterally before intranigral MUS. Bilateral treatment was used to avoid
causing postural bias as a result of the pretreatment alone.

As shown in Table 2, bilateral pretreatment with MUS in
DLSC did not modify the rate or peak total number of SNpr-
evoked quadrupedal rotations. However, pretreatment with
MUS in DLSC did modify the turning radius observed in subject
DE, resulting in a wider radius and less postural curvature than
was observed after MUS in SNpr in the absence of MUS in DLSC.

Abnormal postures and motor movements evoked by
activation of DLSC with BIC
Because our results with inhibition of DLSC indicated that activ-
ity in DLSC was necessary for the CD evoked from SNpr, we
examined whether dystonic symptoms could be evoked by direct
disinhibition of DLSC. We used unilateral BIC microinfusions
into DLSC to block GABAA receptors and examined the behav-
ioral responses to this treatment.

BIC microinfused into DLSC in two animals (DE and DA)
evoked rapid onset (�30 min) jerking movements of the con-
tralateral leg (Table 3). These movements, which were intermit-
tent, appeared to resemble myoclonic twitches, with flicking of
the leg and foot. In one monkey (DE), arm movements were
evoked from DLSC. The movements consisted of flicking of the
arm downward toward the bottom of the cage. In addition, DE
and DA exhibited twitching movements of the lip that selectively
involved the upper lip on the side of the face contralateral to the
infusion.

As our infusions were in the vicinity of sites where activation
was previously reported to evoke contraversive saccadic eye
movements (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985a), we measured eye
movements after bicuculline microinfusions in DLSC. As shown
in Table 3, in all animals tested, microinfusions of BIC evoked
contralaterally directed eye movements with a rapid onset
(within 10 min from the start of infusion, while the animal was
still in the primate chair). A single eye movement was defined as
a shift in the location of both eyes simultaneously to the side
opposite to the infusion. The head was observed to turn in the
same direction as the eye movements.

No signs of dystonic postures or movements were observed in
any of the animals following the infusion of BIC in DLSC.

Table 1. Profile of abnormal behaviors evoked by unilateral MUS in SNpr in each of
four monkeys

Monkey Head tilt Body lean Quadrupedal rotation Choreiform dyskinesia

DE � � � �
DA � � � �
ST � � � �
OL � � � �

�, Behavior was observed; �, behavior was not observed.

Figure 3. Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS attenuated head tilt evoked by MUS infusion in
SNpr. Data are presented as mean (�SEM); individual symbols represent responses for each
animal (symbols are identical to those presented in Figs. 1 and 2). Time of observation shown,
0 –30 min; *p � 0.05.

Figure 4. Pretreatment of DLSC with MUS attenuated body lean evoked by MUS infusion in
SNpr. Data are presented as mean (�SEM); individual symbols represent responses for each
animal (symbols are identical to those presented in Figs. 1 and 2) Time of observation, 0 –30
min; *p � 0.05.

Table 2. Effect of pretreatment with bilateral MUS in DLSC on the rate and peak of
SNpr-evoked quadrupedal rotations

Monkey

Baseline MUS in SNpr
MUS in DLSC �
MUS in SNpr

Ratea Peakb Ratea Peakb Ratea Peakb

DE 2 0.1 2.6 40 5.4 81.3
DA 1 0.1 2.6 37 3.3 49
aAverage rate per minute during the first 30 min of observation.
bAverage peak during the first 30 min of observation.

Table 3. Abnormal behaviors evoked by unilateral BIC in DLSCa

Monkey

Myoclonic
Movements

Contralateral eye
movements

Lip/mouth
twitch

Postural
asymmetryArm Leg

DE 44 39 931 666 100%
DA 0 343 479 273 100%
ST 0 0 49 0 86%
OL 0 0 775 0 97%
aTotal number of events and percent duration of state behavior (postural asymmetry) recorded over a 30 min
observation period.
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Discussion
Our data support the hypothesis that DLSC mediates CD evoked
by inhibition of SNpr. Both the dystonic head tilt and body lean
evoked by muscimol in SNpr were significantly attenuated by
DLSC inhibition. This suggests that activation of the DLSC is
necessary for the emergence of the CD triggered by loss of SNpr
output activity. Our results are the first to demonstrate a role of
the DLSC in the expression of dystonic motor movements and
posture and to reveal a functional relationship between SNpr and
DLSC in mediating posture and movement in the nonhuman
primate.

Our observation that CD evoked by inhibition of the central
SNpr depends upon disinhibition of DLSC is analogous to the
finding of Hikosaka and Wurtz (1983a,b, 1985a,b) that saccadic
eye movements evoked by inhibition of SNpr are mediated by
disinhibition of DLSC. In their studies, saccadic eye movements
were associated with changes in activity only within the dor-
solateral SNpr (within or adjacent to substantia nigra pars
lateralis) (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985b) and not in the region
from which we evoked CD (compare central electrode pene-
tration in Fig. 3C in Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983a with our
cannula placement in Fig. 2). Consistent with this, we did not
observe an increase in contraversive eye movements in asso-
ciation with the induction of CD.

Our data indicate that although DLSC is a crucial relay for the
expression of CD evoked from SNpr, direct pharmacological ac-
tivation of this region is not sufficient to evoke CD. We found
that disinhibition of DLSC did not evoke abnormalities equiva-
lent to those evoked by SNpr inhibition. Instead, we observed
myoclonic twitching and flicking leg movements; these types of
movements were not observed after muscimol infusions into
SNpr. However, the pattern of DLSC activation resulting from
the suppression of nigrotectal inhibition may not be accurately
reproduced by focal drug application into DLSC. Consequently,
these observations do not rule out the possibility that CD could
originate in DLSC. In addition, it is possible that the combined
disinhibition of DLSC plus an additional SNpr projection target
may be necessary for evoking CD.

Quadrupedal rotations were evoked after inhibition of SNpr
in two of the four animals in our study, from sites that were
distinct from those that induced dystonia. This provided us the
opportunity to determine whether inhibition of DLSC could also
attenuate this behavior. We found that the quadrupedal rotations
were not significantly affected by DLSC inhibition, suggesting
that this behavioral response is dissociable from the SNpr-evoked
CD. It is possible that our muscimol infusions in DLSC may have
been located in regions mediating CD, while rotational behaviors
may depend upon regions of DLSC not reached by these infu-
sions. It is also possible that the DLSC may not be required for the
rotational behavior evoked by SNpr inhibition, as suggested by
studies in rats (Di Chiara et al., 1982; Kilpatrick et al., 1982).

Previous studies have shown that CD can be evoked by inhi-
bition in SNpr (Burbaud et al., 1998; Dybdal et al., 2012), and by
activation of the putamen (Yoshida et al., 1991; Yamada et al.,
1995). Inhibition of GPi did not evoke CD (Mink and Thach,
1991; Burbaud et al., 1998; Rolland et al., 2011), although activa-
tion of GPi induced dystonic postures without CD (Burbaud et
al., 1998). Thus, as previously suggested (Guehl et al., 2009), CD
is likely to be associated with increased activity in striatum, which
in turn triggers inhibition in SNpr. Our results extend this cir-
cuitry to the DLSC by showing that inhibition of the nigrotectal
pathway gives rise to CD. No similar direct projection to DLSC

originates in GPi, which may explain why inhibition of GPi does
not trigger CD. In contrast, quadrupedal rotation, a behavior that
we found not to be mediated by DLSC, can be evoked by musci-
mol in GPi (Mink and Thach, 1991). Thus, these observations,
taken together, suggest that whereas quadrupedal rotation
evoked from GPi and SNpr may be mediated by thalamus and/or
pedunculopontine nucleus, CD is dependent upon nigrotectal
projections.

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) in GPi has been found effective
for treating generalized dystonia (Cersosimo et al., 2009; Wolters,
2009; Welter et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011) and, more recently, for
treating CD (Goto and Yamada, 2004; Hung et al., 2007; Loher et
al., 2008; Skogseid et al., 2012). Although the pathways mediating
this therapeutic effect are not known, it has been suggested that
DBS in GPi attenuates dystonia by modulating thalamocortical
pathways (Wichmann and Delong, 2006). Identification of the
relevant pathways is complicated by the fact that maximum im-
provement is seen only after several months of stimulation, sug-
gesting that slow-onset neuroplastic changes are necessary; these
could include changes in structures distant from the site of stim-
ulation. Our data suggest that, unlike manipulations in GPi, ma-
nipulations of the nigrotectal pathway rapidly control the genesis
of CD. Thus, for this specific type of focal dystonia, the nigrotec-
tal pathway should be examined as a possible target for therapeu-
tic activation.
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